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The absence of railroads running down the east side of the Andes
brings out another similarity in all five of the tropical Andean countries*
Each of them has a large eastern lowland (southern in Venezuela) which
is almost uninhabited and of little use. The eastern slope of the moun-
tains in every case is covered with dense forest because plenty of rain is
brought by the tradewinds. A few plantations have been started here, but
they rarely pay because of the expense of carrying the products across the
mountains or down the rivers to market. For the most part the slopes
are left to a few wild Indians. Farther east the great lowland forms a
grassy plain or savanna in the Llanos of Venezuela. In the Amazon
section of Brazil, however, it is covered with "selvas," the finest kind of
tropical rainforest full of huge trees where parasitic lianas hang down like
green ropes. In southern Brazil and Bolivia the rainforest gradually gives
way to a scrubby, dry forest where trees that suggest a peach or apple
orchard are scattered about among tall grass.
Going back now to the west coast, we find that it is the most diverse
part of the Andean countries. It varies from huge rainforest and the
densest tropical jungle to utter desert where one cannot see a single plant
for miles at a time. Along the Caribbean Coast and on the Pacific Coast
as far as Guayaquil, the port of Ecuador, forests prevail, often scrubby on
the north, but generally dense on the west. In Ecuador, just south of
Guayaquil, there is a sudden transition to the driest kind of desert. This
continues as a narrow strip along the western base of the Andes for about
2,000 miles to central Chile. tThe desert is due partly to the fact that trade-
winds from the east are cut off by the high Andes, and partly to the cold
Humboldt Current that flows northward along this whole coast. When
winds from its cool water reach land that is heated by the high sun of
low latitudes, they are warmed so much that they cannot give up moisture.
Curiously enough this desert was the seat of a high civilization in the
past, and is now the location of Lima, the capital of Peru./If we omit San-
tiago, the capital of Chile, which lies 60 miles back from the coast, Lima
and its port of Callao 8 miles away form the largest city on the whole west
coast of America south of Los Angeles. There are many other small cities
along this coast, and some large sugar plantations. Often the cities are in
pairs like Callao and Lima—a little, barren seaport connected by rail
with a green oasis a few miles inland. Such cities and plantations exist
because the snowy Andes provide irrigation, just as does the Sierra Nevada
in California. The Humboldt Current makes this coast so cool that men
wear woolen suits at all seasons. The people of Lima sometimes go inland
to enjoy warmer weather. Of course there is little difference between
summer and winter.
The Guianas.   The Guianas—British (Demerara), Dutch (Surinam),

